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1 More analyses

Weight updates on a toy example For a toy
example that learns to generate samples from a
guassian distribution, we show how the resampling
weights look like for each bin over the course of
optimization in Figure 1. We also note that AISLe
recognizes discrepancies throughout the proposal
distribution and assigns larger weights (local max-
imas denoted by ) to the samples in those bins.
Initially, the weights are almost equal for all bins,
because the discriminator is still learning to predict
the correct likelihood. As the training progresses,
the network learns to first focus on the center of the
distribution, before shifting gears towards the tail
close to the end of training.

Coverage vs frequency of occurring words
While it is expected that rarely occurring words
will be less likely to generate gestures that repre-
sent the true distribution (right half of Figure 2), we
see that AISLe is able to push boundaries of MMS-
Transformer to generate more correct distributions
for words in the long tail.

More qualitative analysis We compare the cov-
erage of the generated gestures for our model and
baselines in Figure 9. We also show generated ges-
ture as a skeleton plot over the ground truth and
compared with previous work in 8. While, these
images give some idea about the qualitative per-
formance, we would recommend looking at the
attached video for a better understanding.

Speaker-wise objective results We also have
the speaker-wise objective results in Figures 10-
14.

2 Model

2.1 Estimating Mixture Model Priors during
Training

During training, we partition poses Yp into M clus-
ters using an unsupervised approach, Lloyd’s al-
gorithm (Lloyd, 1982). While other unsupervised
clustering methods (Reynolds, 2009) can also be
used at this stage, we choose Lloyd’s algorithm
for its simplicity and speed. Each of these clus-
ters represent samples from probability distribu-
tions {p1(y|x), p2(y|x), . . . pM (y|x)}. If a sample
belongs to the mth cluster, φm = 1, otherwise
φm = 0, making Φ a sequence of one-hot vectors.
While training the generator Gθ, if a sample be-
longs to the distribution pm(y|x), only parameters
of sub-generator Gm are updated. Hence, each sub-
generator learns different components of the true
distribution, which are combined using Equation 9
(main paper) to give the generated pose.

2.2 Aligning Multi-Scale Embeddings

As language and audio have different scales, we
augment the idea of positional embeddings pro-
posed in (Vaswani et al., 2017) to provide the infor-
mation of word-level ordering as well as sub-word
frame-level ordering.

Word-level Ordering: Given language embed-
dings Zw ∈ RN×hw , where N represents the num-
ber of words in a sampled sequence, and pos ∈ N
is the dimensional position of the word in the se-
quence. The term i ∈ hw represents the i-th po-
sition word embedding and is used to ensure that
each positional encoding corresponds to a sinusoid.
We add the corresponding word-level positional
embedding for each word embedding.

The positional embedding is derived as the fol-
lowing:



Figure 1: Progress of learning a Gaussian distribution using AISLe on top of a vanilla GAN. The top line plot
refers to the weights assigned adaptively assigned to the samples corresponding to the bins on the X axis. Initially,
the model focuses on the samples close around zero and gradually moves on to focusing on the heavy tail of
the distribution. The dark-blue segments of the line plot refer to local maximas and segments that require more
attention. The dotted vertical lines correspond to inflection points of the weight line plot.

Figure 2: Words vs FID. The top 100 occurring words are shown

PEpos,i = sin(pos/10000
2i
hw ), if i even (1)

PEpos,i = cos(pos/10000
2i−1
hw ), if i odd (2)

Frame-level Ordering: Given a single lan-
guage embeddings Zw ∈ RN×hw , Zw occupies
multiple time-frames. In order to account for the
frame-wise progression of the word, we use the
same positional embedding as shown in the above
equation. We additionally process the word dura-
tion of each word, which represents the number
of frames each word occupies. Then, we replace
pos ∈Word Duration with the position of the frame
for the word. We add the corresponding frame-wise
positional embedding for each frame-level word
embedding.

3 Experiments

3.1 Baselines

Gesticulator(Kucherenko et al., 2020): Unlike
MMS-Transformer , Gesticulator is an autoregres-
sive model for generating gestures using text and
speech. The audio inputs are represented via log-
mel-spectrograms. For text features, in comparison

to multi-scale BERT embeddings used for MMS-
Transformer, single scale BERT embeddings are
used for the Gesticulator. The text features are re-
peated to align with audio frames. Furthermore,
text features corresponding to filler words and fea-
tures for silence ,which do not contain semantic
information, is additionally processed. Using We-
bRTC Voice Activity Detection (WebRTC) to find
timesteps with silence, all elements of the in the em-
beddings corresponding to silence is set to -15 and
made distinct from all other audio encodings. Ad-
ditionally, filler words are found for each speaker’s
transcripts using the NLTK package. Then, the
weighted average of the BERT embeddings of all
filler words spoken per speaker are calculated. The
averaged filler BERT embedding replaces each
filler word spoken by the speaker. After processing
the data to account for silence and filler words, in
order to provide more contextual information, a
sliding window of audio features, including 7 and
15 future time steps are concatenated with the cur-
rent time step features (audio and text) to produce
a long vector.

In comparison to MMS-Transformer, imple-
mented with cross-modal multihead attention,
CNNs and adversarial training, the Gesticulator’s



Figure 3: Encoder Architecture

Figure 4: Decoder Architecture

model architecture relies solely on fully connected
layers. Given the processed input as described
above, 3 fully connected layers are applied to re-
duce dimensionality and producing an output x.
Furthermore, unlike our model, autoregression is
applied via FiLM conditioning, where previous 3
poses are taken as input and fed into fully con-
nected layers to produce scaling α and offset vec-
tors β. Then the out put is applied to element-wise
affine transformations: x ∗ α + β. For the first 7

Figure 5: MultiModal Transformer Architecture

epochs, no FilM conditioning is applied. Then for
the proceeding 5 epochs, varying teacher forcing
is applied where the number of times the model re-
ceives ground-truth poses is annealed over time. By
the 12th epoch, the model uses its own generated
poses in FiLM conditioning (Perez et al., 2018).
Finally, the loss function is a sum of MSE between
the poses and the velocities of the gestures.

3.2 Implementation details

We use PyTorch as the auto-differentiation library
to train all our models. The detailed description of
our model, with layer sizes, is described in Figures
3, 4 and 5.

In our experiments, we use use the following
hyperparameter settings: Our batch size is 32, sam-
pling intervals of approximately 4.0 seconds for
each batch. We use a overlapping windows during



sampling with step-size of 5.
In order to find the optimal learning rate within

the range of 0.00001 to 0.00005, we uniformly
sampled with an increment of 0.00001 and ran
an hyperparameter search on one model for one
speaker. We found that the learning rate 0.00003
was marginally better than the others, making it our
choice for all models. Furthermore, in training, we
use Adam with rectified weight decay (Loshchilov
and Hutter, 2017) with a linearly decaying learning
rate schedule.

The number of training iterations are 40000 and
we check the validation score at every 400 itera-
tions, making sure that the model runs for a mini-
mum of 20000 iterations before it considers early
stopping.

We use M=8 for the mixture of GANs. We
choose 8 by running an ablation which shows that
the performance plateaus after 8.

The average model train runtime was around 24
hours (+ 6 hours if it decided to run the complete
40000 iterations) on Titan X 1080 GPUs.

The following evaluation metrics were used,
with links provided:

• FID: https://github.com/mseitzer/
pytorch-fid/blob/master/fid_score.py

• WD1: https://docs.scipy.org/doc/
scipy/reference/generated/scipy.

stats.wasserstein_distance.html

• PCK: https://github.com/amirbar/
speech2gesture/blob/master/common/

evaluation.py

4 PATS Dataset

Most of the details and pre-processing on the
dataset can be found in Section 5.3.1 of the main pa-
per. we used a train/validation/test split of 80/10/10
which is fixed to ensure consistency across experi-
ments. A visual description of the dataset, which
compares the lexical and gesture diversity of each
individual speaker, can be found in Figure 6. Link
to dataset: http://chahuja.com/pats

4.1 Human Perceptual Study

We attach a screenshot of a sample study and the
questions asked to the users in Figure 7

Figure 6: A visual representation of all speakers in
PAT+ dataset. X-axis represents the average diversity
of gestures while Y-axis denotes the lexical diversity in
the speakers transcripts.
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Figure 7: Screenshot of MTurk Experiment used to measure subjective metrics



Speaker: Corden

Speaker: Bee

Speaker: Maher

Figure 8: Generated animations are plotted as frames over the ground truth video frames. The text at the bottom
refers to the context of the generation. While, these images give some idea about the qualitative performance, we
would recommend looking at the attached video for a better understanding.



Figure 9: Distribution of the generated gestures with average absolute velocity as the statistic for four different
speakers. The support (or coverage) of the distribution is denoted with the colour coded lines at the top of each
plot. Larger overlap of a model’s distribution with the ground truth distribution is desirable.
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